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FOREWORD

Ways of reducing the time required for the
weekly ironing and of making the task a less tir-
ing one have been studied in recent months by
Experiment Station home economists and their
recommendations are presented in this publication.

The time and effort saving suggestions should
be welcomed by homemakers throughout the
state.

Included are recommendations on equipment
needs, arrangement of the ironing center- in the
home, and location of the convenience outlet in
relation to the ironing board.
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INTRODUCTION

Women welcome new ideas on HOW to iron, but often fail to
consider the importance of the PLACE and EQUIPMENT they use for
ironing. This is frequently the reason why ironing takes a long
time and is very tiring. One of the best ways to make ironing easier
is to plan a special center for doing this work.

This circular suggests ideas for planning an ironing center
where a hand iron with cord is used. It includes suggestions for
selecting equipment, choosing a place to do the ironing, and arranging
the center. Recommendations are given for the location of the con-
venience outlet and the length of the cord in relation to the ironing
board.

IRONING EQUIPMENT

The first thing to do in planning a work place is to select the
right equipment. A hand ironing center should include an iron, an
ironing board, one or two baskets for the unironed clothes, places to
put the clothes after they are ironed, and a comfortable chair or stool
for sitting down to iron.

Selecting the Hand Iron
Many good irons are available on the market today. To make

sure an iron will best serve your purpose, you will want to observe
certain features. Here are some of the points to check in selecting
an iron:

POWER usEDa rating of about 1,000 watts is desirable.
DIAL TO CONTROL THE HEATlocated where it will be easy
to read and operate.

HANDLEheat-resistant material, such as plastic or wood;
shaped to fit the hand.

BEVELED (SLANTING) EDGEfor ease in ironing around
buttons.

CoiDwell insulated and with a secure, flexible connection
where it is attached to the iron.
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SOLE PLATEarea and shape suited to the type of ironing to
be done. Choose an iron with a large sole plate unless you
have a great deal of ironing requiring a smaller, narrower
iron.
WEIGHTan iron weighing about 4 pounds is satisfactory.
PRovisioN FOR RESTING THE IRONa matter of preference.
A study of the number of motions and the amount of time
involved in resting irons on a heel support, side support, or
heat-proof pad showed that no one method has an advantage
over the others. Using the metal stands that are relics from
the days of stove-heated flat irons, however, wastes both time
and energy.

The Ironing Board
The design of the ironing board is especially important from the

standpoint of saving time and energy because it is used more than
the other pieces of equipment of the ironing center. If the board is
too low or too high for you, ironing will tire you unnecessarily. If
it is too narrow, you will have to shift the articles you are ironing
more often than on a wider board, thus using unnecessary time and
energy. If it wobbles or is warped, the ironing task is thereby made
harder and more irritating.

The following features are points to consider when selecting
an ironing board or remodelling your old one.

IRONING - SURFACE a wide. surface with parallel edge is
needed, also a narrower surface with tapered end. These
needs can be met by two separate boards or by a board and
a table.
HEIGHTadjustable. The possible adjustments should meet
your needs for ironing either standing or seated. In a seated
position, your feet should be flat on the floor or on a foot
rest. In a standing position, it should not be necessary for
you to bend at the hips to reach the far edge of the board.
ADJUSTMENT MECHANISMShould require the minimum of
time and effort to use.
CLEARANCE UNDER THE E0ARDadequate for garments ironed
over the end of the board and for the worker's knees when
she sits down to iron.
CoNsTRucTIoNsturdy and well balanced so the board. will
not wobble with the movement of the iron.
Toewarp-proof.
PAD AND covERshaped to fit so that they will not wrinkle.
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RUBBER TIPS ON THE LEGSto provide protection for the
floor.

WEIGHTlight, so that it will be easy to handle.
PRovisIoN FOR STORAGE WHEN NOT IN USEdesigned so as
to prevent the ironing board covers from becoming soiled.
Little effort should be required for placing and removing
the boards.

If you already have an ironing
board and do not plan to buy a
new one, try remodelling it so as
to include as many of the fea-
tures listed above as possible. If
your board wobbles, a brace can
be added to make it more sturdy.
If it is too low for you, maybe all
you need to do is to change the
position of the catch which holds
the legs in place. If you cannot
do that, then add a piece to each
leg. (Figure 1.) The wide sur-
face you need for much of your
ironing can be provided by mak-
ing a board that clips right over
your narrower, tapered board. It
should be easy to remove when
you want to use the smaller
board.1 Figure 1. Height of ironing board

increased by means of C-clamps
on legs.

The Container for Unironed Clothes
The unironed clothes should be kept in a container placed high

enough to prevent stooping for the articles, and just large enough
for the clothes you usually iron at one time. The container may be
a cloth bag set in a frame or a basket placed on a stool. (Figure 2.)

Caring for the Ironed Clothes
In many homes one of the biggest ironing problems is what to

do with the clothes after they are ironed and before they are put
away. It is wise to plan this temporary storage so that the clothes
will be ready to put away with the least amount of handling. In

5For details of this type of hoard see Oregon State college Extension Bulletin 645,
"Ironng a Shirt."
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Figure 2. Canvas container for unironed clothes; racks for articles
that are still damp after ironing.

most Cases three pieces of equipment are neededa table for folded
articles that do not need further drying, a rack for folded articles
that are still damp, and a rod for garments on hangers.

A PLACE TO IRON
Once you have decided on the equipment you need, the next step

is to choose a place to do the ironing. A pleasant room with good
light and ventilation will help to make ironing less tiring.

Companionship and diversions make a routine task easier and
more pleasant. So locate your ironing center in a place where you
will not be isolated from the family, and where you have a nice view
out of doors. A radio near the work place is a great help in making
the ironing time seem short.

Don't let the electric outlet dictate where the ironing center will
be. Choose the place in the house that is the best available, everything
considered, and plan a time-saving arrangement as described in the
following section. You may find that at present you do not have an
outlet in a suitable position, but the cost of adding one in just the
right place for it will be justified by its convenience.
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Do not count on using an extension cord, because it will not sup-
ply the necessary current. Use an outlet wired to carry the current
needed for an iron. Otherwise you will not get the best service from
your iron.

Make sure the location for the ironing center has enough room
for a step-saving arrangement of the equipment. If the clothes
basket, racks, and table cannot be arranged so that they are within
easy reach of the worker a great deal of time will be wasted in walk-
ing to and from the board.

ARRANGING THE IRONING CENTER
Some Important Considerations

The object in arranging the ironing center is to place the various
pieces of equipment so that the total time spent in reaching and
walking during the ironing period is as small as possible. Here are
some important matters that need to be considered in planning the
arrangement of the ironing center:

Does your wide board clamp over the narrow one, or do you
use it as a separate board? If the latter, is it built-in, or
portable?
Is your narrow board built-in, or portable?
What is the size of the table you use for piling articles after
ironing?

your table be pushed to any position? If not, what are
the limitations in placing it?
Do you need a rack for drying articles that you do not place
on hangers?
Does your rack for garments on hangers need to be fastened
to the wall, or can it be placed anywhere?
Do windows or other features limit the placement of the con-
venience outlet or outlets used for the iron?
How often, relatively- speaking, do you walk or reach from
narrow board to rod for garments on hangers? From wide
board to rod for garments on hangers? From wide board to
rack for folded articles that are still damp? From board to
table or counter where dry folded garments are piled?

Steps in Planning the Ironing Center
Procedure in developing a good arrangement varies in relation

to whether the wide board clamps over the narrow one, or the boards
are set up separately permitting the worker to go from the one to
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the other at will. The first three steps to be followed in each of these
two situations are as follows:

SITUATION A. Wide board placed over narrow one:
Place the boards in the position that is best for them. Pull
up a chair or stool so that you will be sure to plan to sit at
least part of the time while you are ironing.
Next put the clothes basket in the spot most easily reached
as you stand or sit at the boards. Place it so that you can pick
up the next piece to be ironed without stooping or turning
completely around.
Then conveniently place the rod, rack, and table, placing in
the handiest place the equipment that is most frequently used.
It may be placed on the side of the worker opposite the basket
of unironed clothes. Then place the other two pieces as near
as possible, giving the least convenient place to the equipment
that will be used least often.

SITUATION B. Separate boards:
Place the board you use most frequently in the best position
for it. Pull up chair or stool.
Next, place the other board in the best available position.
Then put the other articles into position, with these aims in
view:

CLOTHES BASKETconvenient to both boards, with prece-
dence given to the board where the larger snumber
of articles will be ironed.

RACK FOR FOLDED ARTICLESnear the wide board.
TABLE FOR PILED ARTICLES near the wide board.
ROD FOR GARMENTS ON HANGERSnear the narrow board.

BOTH SITUATIONS:

Steps 4 or 5 are the same, whether you are using one board or
two.
Check the free space around the various pieces of equipment
to make sure you have room enough to move about and to
handle the articles you are ironing. Alter the arrangement, if
necessary, in ways that will affect its efficiency the least.

5 Try other arrangements and select the best one. You may
find that there are several good ways in which you might ar-
range your ironing center. If that is the case, try them out.
Place your basket and holders for ironed clothes according to



The placement of the outlet is Ily responsible for the way
the cord acts when you are ironing. cord should drag and catch
on the board very little, and there be little or no strain on it.
Freedom of movement for the iron e possible to all parts of the
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one scheme, and iron a few articles, then change the position
of the equipment and iron a few more. In this way you can
decide which arrangement requires the least number of mo-
tions and is easiest for you.

Saving Space in the Ironing Center
If you do not have the floor space necessary for a really good

ironing center arrangement, you may find it possible to save space
by using smaller pieces of equipment.

Do you usually use all of the table space for piles of folded
articles? If not, can you take out a leaf or otherwise reduce the floor
space required for the table?

Does your clothes rack provide more space than you need for
the folded articles that are still damp after ironing? It may pay you
to buy a rack that requires less floor space. If you have a large rack
and need all of the rod space it provides, then it may pay you to buy
two small racks and substitute a second one after the first one is
filled.

Could you get along with a smaller clothes basket for the un-
ironed clothes than you are now using? Or use two small containers
instead of one large one?

Could you reduce the total floor space by substituting portables
for built-ins? In some situations more passage space is required
when the ironing board is a built-in or when the rod for garments
on hangers is fastened to the wall, than would be the case if these
pieces could be placed without regard for the wall.

THE CONVENIENCE OUTLET AND THE IRON CORD

After you have decided on the location of the ironing board, the
clothes basket, and the places to put the ironed garments, the next
step in planning the ironing center is to determine the placement of
the convenience outlet.

What Makes an Outlet Satisfactory for the Hand Iron?
partia
The

should
shall b

board in all directions. The cord should not annoy the worker or
interfere with her movements, muss the article being ironed, or inter-
fere when the iron is rested.
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The Location of the Outlet
In order to decide the best place for the outlet, we used the above

list of "shoulds" and "should-nots" in four series of tests. These
series differed in the position of the outlet, as follows:

SERIES i. On wall faced by worker.
SERIES 2. On wall at the side of the worker.
SERIES 3. On wall behind the worker.
SERIES 4. On ceiling.

In each series of tests we varied the position of the outlet up
and down, and from side to side. In each individual test the iron
was plugged in at a certain place and a woman ironed different types
of articles while the investigator noted whether or not the cord hin-
dered her work.

We found that an outlet location which is on a level with the
ironing board, or below it, is not desirable. The best location is 36
inches or more above the level of the ironing board. Ideally the out-
let should be as high as you can reach to put in the plug, but very
little advantage is gained beyond the range of 36 to 48 inches above
the board. Note that this measure is above the height of the board
and not the floor. To measure the location of the outlet from the
floor add the height of your ironing board to the distance the outlet
is to be above the ironing surface.

Our test showed that an outlet location on a wall behind the
worker is less desirable than one on a front or a side wall. The best
location is on the wall faced by the worker.

An overhead position is a good place for the outlet, but make
sure it can be reached to connect the plug. Do not use an ordinary
light fixture ac an outlet. If a drop cord outlet is used, make sure it
is the proper type for an iron.

The recommended measures for the placement of an outlet to be
used by a right-handed worker are illustrated by Figure 3. To use
them it is necessary to place your ironing board in the position in
which it will be used. Following is a summary of these recom-
mendations.

When the outlet is to be placed on the wall faced by the
worker:

Find the place on the wall that is in line with the center
of the long way of the board. Measure to the right 24
inches and upward 36 to 48 inches.

When the outlet is to be placed on the wall at the right side
of the worker:

Find the place on the wall that is in line with the center



A
'VI

n front of 24 inches to right
worker of center of long

axis of board

side of 18 inches forward
srker from center of

short axis

Back of worker 24 inches to right
of center of long
ax1S

1lroning board 54" x 14".
2For right-handed worker. See Figure 3.
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of the end of the board. Measure forward 18 inches and
upward 36 to 48 inches.

When the outlet is to be placed on the wall back of the
worker:

Find the place on the wall that is in line with the center
of the long way of the board. Measure to the right 24
inches and upward 36 to 48 inches.

When the outlet is to be placed on the ceiling:
Locate the spot on the ceiling that is directly above the
center of the board. Measure forward 18 inches and to
the right 24 inches.

The Length of the Iron Cord
It is not enough to place the outlet in the recommended position.

It is also essential to check the length of the cord and, if necessary,
change it. A cord that is too short will not allow freedom of move-
ment to all areas of the board, while one that is too long will muss
the garment being ironed.

In making the tests previously described, the length of the cord
suitable for use with each outlet location was determined. The recom-
mendations for length of cord that are given in Tables 1 and 2 are
based on the results of these tests.

In getting ready to adjust your cord length, make sure the
clearances between the wall and your board are the same as those
stated in Table 1. These clearances are the minimum needed for
ease of working. If you allow for more free space in your arrange-

Table 1. RECOMMENDED LENGTH FOR IRON CORD USED WITH WALL OUTLET, IN RELATION
TO LOCATION OF OUTLET AND PLACEMENT OF BOARD.

Conditio&

Location of wall Clearance
on which outlet Lateral place- Height above between wall Cord length

is placed ment of outlet2 board and hoard needed

Inches Inches Feet



Before you actually change the length o
the amount you think it should be and de
e you can reach the entire surface of your
short is much more objectionable than one

in either a standing or seated position. Th
seated position should be the same distance

as the outlet you use to iron while standing.
ore, should be the same distance below the

e outlet for the iron
for holding the cord
Such a device clamp

up so that it cannot

Outlet
6 feet 3 inches

from flour

Fcc

6

24 74 7
26 7 64
28 7 64
30 7 64
32 7 6
34 7 6
36 64 6
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ment than that given in Table 1, be sure to make an adjustment in
the length of the cord.

Another point to check is the size of your ironing board. The
recommendations apply to a board measuring 54 by 14 inches. If
your board measures vary considerably from these, you may have
to alter the recommendations for cord length.

Table 2. RECOMMENDED LENGTH FOR IRON CORD UsED WITH cEILING OUTLET, IN RELATION
TO HEIGHT OF IRONING BOARD AND HEIGHT OF OUTLET.

Cord length needed

Outlet 8 feet Outlet 7 feet
Height of ironing board from floor from floor

Inches Feet Feet

f your cord, measure
off vise a test for it. Be
sur board. A cord that is
too that is too long.

Arrangements for Varying the Worker's Position
Is the cord permanently attached to your iron? Then you will

need two outlets in order that the length of the cord will be satis-
factory for ironing e out-
let for ironing in a from
the ironing surface The
lower outlet, theref upper
outlet as the distance between the two ironing surfaces.

If the iron has a detachable cord, one outlet may be used for
both standing and seated positions, but two cords of different lengths
will be needed.

A Holding Device for the Cord
If it is impossible to put th in one of the

recommended positions, a device may solve the
problem of a troublesome cord. s on the edge
of the board and holds the cord muss the gar-
ments or get caught on the end.
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When selecting a device of this type, make sure the part that
holds the cord is flexible enough to permit the iron to reach the en-
tire board. It should bend with ease so that an excess amount of
energy is not required to use the iron. Also note how the cord is
connected with the holder. Avoid a device which will cause undue
wear or strain on the cord.

The best place to fasten a holding device is on the front edge of
the board on or near the end where the iron is rested. (Figure 4.)

Figure 4. Preferred position for a cord holder.

IRONING CENTER PLANS
The six plans illustrated by Figure 5 were prepared to serve as

patterns for the ironing center. You may find one of them to be
just what you want, with perhaps a little alteration.

Description of Plans
These plans differ in suitability for use in the various areas of

the dwelling where ironing may be done, in equipment used, and in
arrangement. All of them are intended for right-handed workers.
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Any of the plans can be used wherever an overhead outlet (or
outlets) can be installed. Plans A, D, E, and F are suitable for loca-
tion along a wall, thus permitting a wall outlet at the end or back of
the board. Plans B and C, which have separate ironing boards, each
require two outlets, one of which will have to be overhead.

All of the plans allow space for a rod or hook for garments
placed on hangers after ironing. In Plans A, C, and D this space
is or can be next to the wall, thus permitting the use of a built-in or
attached rod. In Plans B, E, and F a portable arrangement for hold-
ing garments on hangers is required. All except Plan E also provide
space for a rack suitable for articles not on hangers that must be
dried out before putting away.

In all of the plans, space in front of the narrow board is suf-
ficient for the worker to stand or to sit in a straight chair. In Plans
B, D, and E the space in front of the wide board is sufficient for the
use of a swivel chair, but lacks three inches of the clearance desirable
when a straight chair is used.

In Plans A, D, E, and F the wide board clamps over the narrow
One, while in Plans B and C the two boards are separate, thus en-
abling the worker to go from the one to the other at will.

Three sizes of tables are shown in the plans. Plan C shows one
that is a good size for an all-purpose work table in the basement or in
a large utility room. Plans B, D, and E include a medium-size meal
table, and Plans A and F, a smaller one.

Space Units in Plans
Following is a summary of the space units used in the ironing

center plans shown in Figure 5.
IRONING BOARDS-SIZES AND CLEARANCES. Size of narrow
board 14 by 54 inches. Clearance at back and tapered end,
6 inches. Clearance at straight end (if portable board) 2
inches. Size of wide board 22 by 48 inches. Allowance at
back and open ends, 2 inches.

When the wide board is clamped to the narrow one, the
edge of the wide board is even with the straight end of the
narrow one, and the wide board is centered, front-to-back,
over the narrow one.
TABLE SIZE. Work room table-30 by 66 inches. Meal table-
36 by 42 inches or 36 by 56 inches.
SIZE OF ROD SPACE FOR GARMENTS ON HANGERS. Minimum
20 by 22 inches. A space 22 by 24 inches was allowed in
Plan F, since the overall dimensions of the center were not
increased by the use of the larger rack.



Urban Rural
Equipment Space used homemakers homemakers

Table or counter for Number reporting
folded articles no space used 1 0

Number reporting some
space used 15 households 12 households

Range in amounts of 5 to 20 square 4 to 24 square
space used feet feet

Average for households
using some space 10.9 square feet 10.2 square feet

Line or rod for Number reporting some
folded articles space used 9 households 9 households

Average for households
using some space 13.7 feet 18 4 feet

Range in total lengths
reported 4 to 27 feet 6 to 46 feet

Rod for garments Number reporting some
on hangers garments hung 16 households 12 households

Range iii number of
garments hung 3 to 30 garments 6 to 36 garments

Average per household 10.2 garments 12.1 garments
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Siz OF RACK FOR FOLDED ARTICLES-25 by 30 inches. This
allowance permits the use of any of the three types commonly
found in Oregon stores.
SIZE OF SPACE FOR CLOTHES BASKET-20 by 22 inches. This
is sufficient for a cloth bag on a metal frame or for a round
basket set on a kitchen chair.
CHAIR SIZES AND CLEARANCES. Straight chair-18 by 18
inches. Depth of chair space plus clearance behind it, 27
inches. Swivel chairdiagonal measure 21 inches. Depth of
chair space plus clearance behind it, 24 inches.
SPACE FOR STANDING WORKER. Depth 27 inches; length same
as that of board plus clearances at ends.
CLEARANCE AT SIDE OF EQUIPMENT SET BETWEEN OTHER
PIECES-2 inches.
MINIMUM WIDTH OF PASSAGE BETWEEN EQUIPMENTi5
inches if one of the pieces is easily moved (as clothes basket)
18 inches if not easily moved.

To get an idea of how much space to provide for ironed garments
until they are put away, we asked a group of homemakers to report
on the space they actually used while doing their weekly ironing.

Table 3. SPACE USED BY 16 URBAN AND 12 RURAL HOMEMAKERS FOR IRONED GARMENTS
UNTIL PUT AWAY.
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Thirty homeraakers complied with our request; 18 of them live in
town and 12 in the country. The town families averaged four per-
sons, the country families, 4 persons.

The reports received are summarized in Table 3. Twenty-nine
of the 30 housewives reported that they had used some table space.
Eighteen had used racks to dry out folded articles. All of them had
used hangers for some of the ironed garments.

We found that town and country homemakers did not differ
very much in the average amounts of table space used and in the
number of garments placed on hangers. The rural homemakers
made greater use of racks for drying out folded garments than did
the town women.

CHECK YOUR PLAN
After you have finished the plan for your ironing center, check

it by asking yourself these questions.
Does my plan include:

a wide board with parallel edges as well as a narrower
board with a tapered end?
a container for the unironed clothes?
a rod or hook for the garments on hangers?
a rack to air dry articles that are still damp after ironing?
a table for folded articles?

Can I sit down to iron part of the time?
Have I adjusted my ironing board (or boards) to the heights
which are most comfortable for me, for work done while I
am seated as well as standing?
Do I have outlets of two heights, or cords of two lengths, so
that I can iron efficiently either while standing or while
seated?

Is the outlet at least 36 inches above the board?
Is the outlet near the straight end of the board?
Can I pick up the next article to be ironed without stooping
or moving away from the board?

Is the rod or hook for garments on hangers within easy reach
from the narrow board?

Can I reach the rack and table without stepping away from
my position at the wide board?
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Is the cord length adjusted so that it:
does not interfere with my movements?
does not muss the article I am ironing?
does not get in the way when I rest the iron?
lets me iron on all parts of the board?

Do I have good light and ventilation for my ironing center?
Is the storage space for the ironing equipment handy?

Did you have any answers of NO? If so, try changing your
plan so all the answers will be YES. The hours you spend in doing
such careful planning will soon be made up, because your weekly
ironing will take less time.
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